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 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a) An explanation linking the

following

(compound of) carbon
and hydrogen (1)
only (1)

Ignore C, H
Do not allow mixture of carbon
and hydrogen
2nd mark dependant on 1st

(2)

(b) C heat energy  (1)
(c) fractional distillation  (1)
(d) 3 correct – 2 marks

1 or 2 correct – 1 mark
 (2)

 

 Indicative Content Mark
QWC *(e) An explanation including some of the following

water

causes condensation
damp walls etc
damages decoration
greenhouse gas/ keeps in heat

carbon dioxide

greenhouse gas/ keeps in heat
may contribute to global warming
consequences of global warming eg flooding/ drought / crop
failure / disease/ melting ice caps / climate change etc

carbon

soot
makes things dirty/ black
damages decoration
flues or jets could be blocked
can cause breathing problems
can cause fires

carbon monoxide

toxic (ignore harmful etc)
(also) odourless and colourless
"silent killer"
(therefore) difficult to detect
combines with haemoglobin
in red blood cells
prevents oxygen being circulated

In general references to pollution, environment etc are ignored

 

(6)

Level 0 No rewardable content
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1 1 - 2 a limited description (about one product) e.g. carbon monoxide is
toxic because it joins to blood
the answer communicates ideas using simple language and uses
limited scientific terminology
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with limited accuracy

2 3 - 4 a simple description (developed description of one product) eg carbon
dioxide absorbs sun's heat and causes global warming which means
ice caps melt or (limited description of two) e.g. carbon monoxide
combines with haemoglobin so is toxic and carbon dioxide is a
greenhouse gas causing global warming.
the answer communicates ideas showing some evidence of clarity
and organisation and uses scientific terminology appropriately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with some accuracy

3 5 - 6 a detailed description (developed description of one and limited
description of one) or (limited description of three or more) e.g. toxic
carbon monoxide cannot be detected and prevents the blood from
carrying oxygen so is toxic: carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas which
causes global warming.
the answer communicates ideas clearly and coherently uses a range
of scientific terminology accurately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with few errors
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 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
An explanation linking the following

(compound of) carbon and
hydrogen (1)
only (1)

Ignore C, H
Do not allow mixture of carbon
and hydrogen
2nd mark dependant on 1st

(2)
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